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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

What types of variables are DayOfMonth, MonthOfYear, and Year? 

A. DayOfMonth, Year, and MonthOfYear are character. 

B. DayOfMonth, Year, and MonthOfYear are numeric. 

C. DayOfMonth and Year are numeric. MonthOfYear is character. 

D. DayOfMonth, Year, and MonthOfYear are date values. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following raw data records in TEXTFILE.TXT: 

The following output is desired: 

Which SAS program correctly produces the desired output? 



A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the contents of the raw data file \\'EMPLOYEE.TXT\\' 



Which SAS informat correctly completes the program? 

A. date9 

B. mmddyy10 

C. ddmmyy10 

D. mondayyr10 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Given the raw data file `DEPENDENTS.TXT\\': 

The following SAS program is submitted: 



What will be the value of _ERROR_ in the Program Data Vector for each iteration of the DATA step? 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Unless specified, which variables and data values are used to calculate statistics in the MEANS procedure? 

A. non-missing numeric variable values only 

B. missing numeric variable values and non-missing numeric variable values only 

C. non-missing character variables and non-missing numeric variable values only 

D. missing character variables, non-missing character variables, missing numeric variable values, and non-missing
numeric variable values 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 6

The following SAS program is submitted: What new value would be assigned to X if its original value was a missing
value? 

A. X would get a value of 1. 

B. X would get a value of 3. 

C. X would retain its original value of missing. 

D. This step does not run because of syntax errors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

The following SAS DATA step is submitted: 

data work.accounting; set work.department; length jobcode $ 12; run; 

The WORK.DEPARTMENT SAS data set contains a character variable named JOBCODE with a length of 

5. 

Which one of the following is the length of the variable JOBCODE in the output data set? 

A. 5 

B. 8 

C. 12 

D. The length can not be determined as the program fails to execute due to errors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8



The following SAS program is submitted: 

data _null_; 

set old (keep = prod sales1 sales2); 

file \\'file-specification\\'; 

put sales1 sales2; 

run; 

Which one of the following default delimiters separates the fields in the raw data file created? 

A. : (colon) 

B. (space) 

C. , (comma) 

D. ; (semicolon) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The contents of the raw data file FURNITURE are listed below: 

--------10-------20-------30 

chair,,table 

chair,couch,table 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data stock; 

infile \\'furniture\\' dsd; 

input item1 $ item2 $ item3 $; 

run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the variable named ITEM2 in the first observation of the output 

data set? 

A. table 

B. ,table 

C. . (missing numeric value) 

D. \\' \\' (missing character value) 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which one of the following is true of the SUM statement in a SAS DATA step program? 

A. It is only valid in conjunction with a SUM function. 

B. It is not valid with the SET, MERGE and UPDATE statements. 

C. It adds the value of an expression to an accumulator variable and ignores missing values. 

D. It does not retain the accumulator variable value from one iteration of the SAS DATA step to the next. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given the SAS data set AGES: 

AGES AGE 

The variable AGE contains character values. The following SAS program is submitted: 

data subset; 

set ages; 

where age> 12; 

run; 

How many observations are written out to the data set SUBSET? 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. 2 

D. 3 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Given the raw data file YEARAMT: 

----|---10---|---20---|----30 

1901 2 



1905 1 

1910 6 

1925 . 

1941 1 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data coins; 

infile `yearamt\\'; 

input year quantity; 

 

run; 

Which statement(s) completed the program and produced a non-missing value for the variable 

TOTQUANTITY in the final observation of the output data set? 

A. totquantity + quantity; 

B. totquantity = sum(totquantity + quantity); 

C. retain totquantity; totquantity = totquantity + quantity; 

D. retain totquantity0; totquantity = totquantity + quantity; 

Correct Answer: A 
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